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As the holiday season approaches, we all look forward to the time we’ll spend together. Whether 
that’s at Christmas, New Year’s, or one of the many other festive gatherings that take place over the 
next few months, we know that treasured memories will soon be made – from a golden afternoon 
spent with your loved ones, to learning the latest dance crazes from the kids or slipping into a           
well-earned food coma.

And with great pleasure comes great responsibility – for the host, that is. Fending for (and feeding) 

so many more guests than usual can feel more than a little intimidating, especially when you’re 
worried about fitting everyone into a small space or getting hold of the perfect gift. But it really 
doesn’t have to be that difficult.

Over the next pages, you’ll find a selection of inspiring home furnishing ideas created using our 
existing range and forthcoming products that can make throwing a spectacular celebration easier 
than ever. Which means you can spend more time savouring the fun that’s on the way. 

Create your own magical moments
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Setting the stage for 
unexpected moments
Lights, camera… action! It’s the improvised, impromptu 
moments that really make the holidays memorable – just 
like this family, gathered together on whatever chairs they 
could get their hands on, awaiting the entrance of one of the 
(already peeking through the door) kids who’s about to stage 
a performance for them.

New EKTORP 3-seat sofa RM1,325 Virestad red/white 293.200.44  SUNDVIK Rocking-chair RM129 602.017.41PH174188.jPg



All rock, no roll. Super-sturdy 
rocking chairs like this one 
help children develop their 
sense of balance as they grow 
– plus they’re perfectly-sized 
to squeeze into your living 
room as an extra seat when 
the whole gang is in town.

Move up! This armchair’s generous proportions 
mean grandchild can squeeze in with grandma 
when seat space is limited (or when they just 
want a cuddle). And with the lamp and tray table 
positioned in the just-right place, storytime is 
comfier than ever too.

MARYD Tray table RM299 104.756.58  
New EKTORP Armchair RM875 Hallarp grey 193.198.90

PH174186.jPg

PH174189.jPg SUNDVIK Rocking-chair RM129 602.017.41



Lose yourself in play 
this holiday season
For many of us, the holiday season is something that 
inspires us to get creative and let loose. Why not draw your 
own tablecloth with wintery patterns and your favourite 
flowers? Or, if you’re more like this dad, just limit yourself 
to dressing the table with a couple of new accessories 
while the fun’s going on!

NORDVIKEN Extendable table RM1,999 503.696.08  MÅLA Paint/draw storage RM29.90 401.678.56  
MÅLA Drawing paper roll RM19.90 804.610.83

PH174182.jPg



Looking for an arty gift? Our whole MÅLA range 
is made especially for mini-Picassos, with design 
adapted to ensure they’re safe and easy to use 
in smaller hands. No worries if they stray a little 
outside the lines, either – the colours we use are 
completely non-toxic and wash out quickly. So 
you can be sure whatever you pick will work for 
them, from the moment they receive it to when 
they trade it in for full-size supplies!

MÅLA Paint/draw storage RM29.90 401.678.56  MÅLA Drawing paper roll RM19.90 804.610.83PH173990.jPg



This AGEN chair is 
handwoven from rattan,  
a renewable material that’s 
lightweight and easy to 
move from the living room 
to the table when you’re 
expecting extra dinner 
guests. Combine it with this 
AINA cushion to make sure 
whoever gets the spare seat 
is extra-comfy regardless.

Dressing up your table a little can make a big 
impact. Low-effort additions, like patterned 
paper and dried leaves you’ve picked up on walks 
can turn everyday favourites, including these 
VARDAGEN plates and POKAL glasses, into a 
super-special dinner setting.

POKAL glass RM15.90 704.132.95  VARDAgEN Plate RM12.90 Ø26cm. 002.891.81  PH173991.jPg

PH174044.jPg AgEN Chair RM179 701.581.34  AINA Cushion cover RM39.90 804.095.04 Inner cushion sold separately. 



What do you call a normal-looking dining table 
that’s secretly super-sized? Well, this one’s 
named NORDVIKEN. It hides two extension 
leaves under its surface that can be easily put 
into place by one person on their own – meaning 
you can get everything set up before Grandma, 
Grandpa or anyone else makes an appearance.

NORDVIKEN Extendable table RM1,999 503.696.08  AgEN Chair RM179 701.581.34PH174183.jPg



Make this Christmas 
white (and tasty)
Spending time in the kitchen together is a great way to 
bond – and what’s more festive than whipping up some 
sweet treats for everyone to enjoy? This baking family have 
jumped into the task whole-heartedly, with the children 
sending clouds of sugar and flour billowing around the 
room like a sticky snowstorm. Tidying up might be a chore, 
but the rewards will be tasty enough to be worth it.

IDEALISK Flour sifter RM12.90 501.745.16  New VINTERSAgA gingerbread dough RM12.90 304.793.11  
BEKVÄM Step stool RM89 701.788.96

PH174129.jPg



Handmade goodies – with 
our premixed dough they’re 
easier to make than ever. 
Just roll it out, cut out your 
favourite shapes, then 
wait for your kitchen to fill 
with the scent of ginger, 
cinnamon and cloves.

Sometimes we all need a little helping hand – 
or foot. This BEKVÄM step stool allows smaller 
members of our family to reach kitchen surfaces 
and join in with the fun in a safe and secure way, 
no more wobbly chairs needed.

BEKVÄM Step stool RM89 701.788.96PH174184.jPg

PH174185.jPg New VINTERSAgA gingerbread dough RM12.90 304.793.11  DRÖMMAR Pastry cutter, set of 6 RM15.90 201.918.62



IDEALISK Flour sifter RM12.90 501.745.16  New VINTERSAgA gingerbread dough RM12.90 304.793.11   
New VINTER 2020 Plate RM45.90 604.746.23

PH174140.jPg

Who knew it was this simple to sprinkle 
on a little joy? This IDEALISK flour sifter is 
a small addition to your kitchen cupboard, 
but it makes it much easier to decorate 
cakes, french toast or gingerbread houses 
with icing sugar. And sift flour. 



All set for high  
and low decoration
As Christmas approaches, everyone gets excited – and 
everyone wants to get into the spirit in their own way. 
This family is no different, with mum preparing the table 
for get-togethers to come while underneath one of the 
younger members creates a winter wonderland of their 
own. It’s almost as magical as a fairy story (but with  
a little more tidying-up afterwards).

New VINTER 2020 Artificial plant, in/outdoor RM349 Christmas tree 304.747.47 New STRÅLA Lampshade, 3D RM89 
704.769.09  INgOLF Chair RM245/ea 103.624.87  INgATORP Extendable table RM1,299 704.282.06

PH173871.jPg



Here’s a brilliant way to brighten up dark 
corners. SOLBO night light gives off a cozy 
glow that’s comforting without being too 
bright. It’s shaped like a cute owl, too, which 
is fun for any young nature fan to have in 
their room.

SOLBO LED table lamp, battery-operated RM59 White owl 303.256.96PH174045.jPg



What’s a home without a 
Christmas tree, and what’s 
a Christmas tree without 
baubles? Our VINTER range 
caters for every taste in 
ornaments – from minimalist 
silver shades to these 
brightly coloured ones.

Check out this Christmastime chair hack! When 
you add a slightly longer ribbon, it’s simple to 
attach tree baubles and individual name tags and 
create an unforgettable mealtime atmosphere.

INgOLF Chair RM245/ea 103.624.87  
New VINTER 2020 Decoration, bauble RM59/20pcs 504.810.68

PH174040.jPg

PH174046.jPg New VINTER 2020 Artificial plant, in/outdoor RM349 Christmas tree 304.747.47  New VINTER 2020 Decoration, bauble RM59/20pcs 504.810.68



Imagine all the 
oohs and aahs
When we get together with family and friends during the 
holiday period, it’s almost always around the table. And 
even small spaces can play host to extravagant festive feasts 
– especially when you cram in a few more chairs and turn 
your sideboard into a handy extra serving space. You can 
keep the party going the next day, too, with food storage 
that’s perfect when you’ve got leftovers, well, left over.

INgATORP Extendable table RM1,499 203.655.22  HENRIKSDAL Chair RM295/ea Dark brown/Nolhaga grey-beige 192.208.13PH174180.jPg



A round table gives any 
festive meal a family feel, as 
the shape means everyone 
faces each other and nobody 
feels left out sat on the end. 
This one’s wipe-clean too 
– which is really useful at 
tidying-up time, trust us.

White’s alright, but bolder is better – 
layer contrasting-coloured plates for 
the different courses of your Christmas 
meal to add interest (and make everyone 
excited for what’s coming next!).

New UPPLAgA Side plate RM14.90 Ø22cm. 404.737.66PH174128.jPg

PH174179.jPg INgATORP Extendable table RM1,499 203.655.22  HENRIKSDAL Chair RM295/ea Dark brown/Nolhaga grey-beige 192.208.13



New SÄLLSKAPLIg glass RM29.90/4pcs 204.729.04  

Sometimes the old ones are the best. The antique style of these SÄLLSKAPLIG glasses reminds us of 
dinners at Grandma’s house, and they’re the perfect match for a traditional table setting. 
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Serving is half the fun – 
and even more so with 
this INBRINGANDE serving 
stand. Use it to set the table 
for a party or carry it around 
to serve visitors tasty bites 
like canapés or pastries. 

Too much food to go round? These containers 
keep it fresh for meals to come! Alternatively, 
send it home with your guests if you’re not so 
keen on eating leftovers until New Year.

IKEA 365+ Food container with lid, rectangular RM30.90/ea 892.690.66PH174042.jPg

PH174066.jPg New INBRINgANDE Serving stand, three tiers RM59 404.770.95 



Keep the festivity 
mood on all week long
Going out is fun, but so is staying in. These two couples 
have made the most of their New Year’s-at-home by pushing 
together two sofas, creating a comfy spot for sitting 
together, chatting, and celebrating the festive season. Here’s 
how you can make your evenings feel just as cozy, with just 
a few easy additions and a little extra light.

gRÖNLID 3-seat sofa RM2,855 Sporda natural 892.556.58  gRÖNLID 3-seat sofa-bed RM4,799 Ljungen medium grey 
792.784.29 SVARTRÅ LED lighting chain with 12 lights, outdoor RM149/ea 803.908.25  RÅSKOg Trolley RM149 703.339.77

PH173873.jPg



Watching the fireworks on the balcony, or 
curling up on the sofa – with a mobile drinks 
trolley it’s up to you where you spend the 
evening. Just load up your RÅSKOG with 
everything you need, then roll it to wherever 
the party takes you.

RÅSKOg Trolley RM149 904.431.40PH174132.jPg



Small, but perfectly-formed – this 
festive LERHAMN table is packed tight 
with tasty treats and bold decorative 
accessories, with a RÅSKOG trolley there 
too to handle the overspill. So, even in 
a small space, everything’s set for the 
celebration to come!

LERHAMN Table RM299 304.442.51PH174130.jPg



When the party’s over, getting everything 
back to normal is easy – even with sore heads. 
GRÖNLID sofa bed folds back into a chair in one 
simple movement. 

gRÖNLID 3-seat sofa RM2,855 Sporda natural 892.556.58  
gRÖNLID 3-seat sofa-bed RM4,799 Ljungen medium grey 792.784.29



Step up your 
table-setting game
We’ve got guests visiting – but how do we set the table 
for them in a way that makes an impression? Here’s 
some inspiration for the variety of different styles you 
can accomplish for festive gatherings using easy-to-add 
dining products.

New VINTER 2020 Wine glass RM19.90/ea 004.725.56  ÄTBART 18pcs cutlery set RM59 903.966.19  
VINTER 2020 Bowl RM24.90 104.725.51  VINTER 2020 Plate RM45.90 604.746.23

PH173971.jPg



VARDAgEN goblet RM39.90/4pcs 704.158.93  
VARDAgEN Plate RM12.90/each Ø26cm. 002.891.81  
SEDLIg 24pcs cutlery set RM199 301.661.31

PH173963.jPg

Modern, or traditional? Vibrant colours, or ultra-minimalist? Your 
table, your choice! By just changing up the textiles, dinnerware and 
an accessory or two, it’s simple to give mealtime a whole new look.

New SÄLLSKAPLIg Wine glass RM49.90/4pcs 004.729.00  
New UPPLAgA Side plate RM14.90 404.737.66  
TILLAgD 24pcs cutlery set RM229 103.501.06

PH173910.jPg KONUNgSLIg Wine glass RM14.90/each 104.158.91  
STRIMMIg Plate RM15.90/each 804.263.77  
gAMMAN 24pcs cutlery set RM129 903.849.56

PH173909.jPg



STORSINT Wine glass RM59/6pcs 703.962.86  gLADELIg Plate RM69/4pcs 304.571.49  
LIVNÄRA 18pcs cutlery set RM129 404.547.44

PH173911.jPg

These GLADELIG plates are made using a 
reactive glaze, giving each of them a 
one-of-a-kind handcrafted look. Pair them 
with a pile of pears and some extra foliage for 
some relaxed and rustic style.



Make this Christmas 
even grater
Why shouldn’t you give a grater as a holiday gift? 
After all, at least you know the recipient will get use 
out of it – plus it’s a little more original than socks. 
When presented in the right way, and given with love, 
even the most ordinary things can be made magical.

IDEALISK grater RM12.90 501.919.07PH173875.jPg



New ENRUM Lantern for tealight, in/outdoor RM19.90 204.451.14PH174068.jPg

A gift that’s sure to light up their face

As far as we’re concerned, the best gifts are the ones we’d never go out to buy for ourselves. The replacement for that well-worn apron, new (meaning  matching) 
cutlery, or that area rug you’ve had your eye on for ages. Say no to socks this year!

gAMMAN 24pcs cutlery set RM129 903.849.56PH173962.jPg

What gift is better than a spoon (or fork)ful of joy?



New jÄTTELIK Soft toy RM59.90 904.711.85PH174052.jPg

Dig up a great gift this year

VANLIgEN Vase/jug RM99 304.518.35PH174053.jPg

A gift that grows with time

Younger members of the family can be tough to buy for, especially when they go through phases with the things they like. But a cute cuddly toy hardly ever goes 
amiss. The same’s true for mum and dad too – who wouldn’t want a nice new casserole dish, or a vase full of flowers?

VARDAgEN Casserole with lid RM199 804.372.67PH174054.jPg

A sizzling gift that serves up Christmas spirit



ARV BRÖLLOP Serving stand with lid RM69 701.926.61PH173874.jPg

The perfect present for perfect presentation

New ÅLANDSROT Cushion RM49.90 204.747.19PH174135.jPg

Something soft for someone special

Little gifts, big impact! Here’s a couple of present ideas that are sure to make pretty much anyone smile – from something to step up their baking presentation to a 
just-right holiday accessory. A gift card is a little less glamorous, but some people find shopping for themselves more fun!

gift card from RM50PH174050.jPg

A pressure-free gift for picky people



New HÖSTVÄRME Scented candle in glass RM17.90 804.867.81PH174051.jPg

What do you get the person who has 
everything? Well, if you’re in doubt, a 
scented candle is something we can all 
appreciate. And this one, HÖSTVÄRME, 
comes in a range of comforting and 
warming fragrances.



Festive admin, 
all wrapped up
Handing over the gift is great, and getting 
it wrapped and ready can be just as fun! 
Here’s a few ways of preparing your 
presents that will work for every kind of 
giver – from those of us who just can’t 
resist adding one more ribbon, to those 
who just want to get it out of the way and 
under the tree...

New VINTER 2020 gift wrap roll RM17.90/3pcs Mistletoe pattern/dot pattern green/gold-colour 104.738.81  New VINTER 2020 gift wrap roll RM5.90/ea Christmas rose pattern green 404.715.26PH173979.jPg



Psst – using string to tie up your presents is super-simple, because it 
cuts out all the fiddly cutting and sticking that tape entails. And it opens 
up a whole range of new packaging possibilities, like wrapping with 
tea-towels that can be reused again later, or leaving a fresh flower 
poking out of the top of the vase you’re gifting as a little extra bonus!

New VINTER 2020 gift wrap roll RM17.90/3pcs Snowflake pattern/star pattern blue/
silver-colour 904.738.82

PH174055.jPg TROLLPIL Tea towel RM24.90/2pcs 903.720.05PH173876.jPg New VINTER 2020 gift wrap roll RM5.90 Christmas rose pattern green 404.715.26PH173908.jPg



Your 
ready-made 
holiday recipe
The festive period can be stressful, with 
guests arriving, presents to buy and your 
whole home to get sorted. But it needn’t 
be! Over the next couple of pages, we’ve 
put together a series of product selections 
that go together and can be bought all at 
once to solve any host’s holiday woes  
– just like the extra-cozy extra bed set  
you can see opposite.

New ÅLANDSROT Quilt cover and 2 pillowcases, queen size RM129 604.782.92PH174056.jPg



Want to add a Christmas tree, but don’t have so much space to put it in? 
See above. Searching for a bedding set for sleepovers planned to come? 
We can help. Need a new set of dinnerware and cutlery for extended-
family dinners? No worries, it’s covered! One more extra bonus – they all 
come at a great price.

New VINTER 2020 Artificial potted plant, in/outdoor RM34.90 Christmas tree 
104.748.52  New STRÅLA LED lighting chain with 200 lights RM129 404.805.78

PH174060.jPg New  ÅLANDSROT Quilt cover and 2 pillowcases, queen size RM129 604.782.92PH174058.jPg UPPLAgA 18pcs service RM249 004.438.04 DRAgON 24pcs cutlery set RM55.60 
701.776.65  DOFTMINNE Tablecloth RM79 404.710.17

PH174059.jPg



Exploring  
our Christmas 
range
Christmas time is always exciting – both 
at home and IKEA too. That’s because it’s 
now time for us to share the new products 
we’ve developed for the festive period, 
as well as welcome back a few of our old 
favourites. Over the next few pages, you’ll 
find more info on what we have coming 
up instore (and hopefully a little bit of 
inspiration for your own celebrations).

New VINTER 2020 Decoration, wreath RM79 204.758.65  New VINTER 2020 Artificial plant, in/outdoor RM349 Christmas tree 304.747.47  New VINTER 2020 Decoration, bauble RM59/20pcs Ø6cm. Assorted colours 504.810.68  
New STRÅLA Lampshade RM29.90 Ø90cm. Velvet red 204.769.02  New VINTER 2020 Wine glass RM19.90 004.725.56  New VINTER 2020 gift wrap roll RM5.90/ea Christmas rose pattern green 404.715.26  
New VINTER 2020 Tablecloth RM79 904.726.65

PH173978.jPg



What better way to welcome 
the holiday season than to 
get the Christmas tree all 
decked out? And with this one 
you can reused it again and 
again, because it unscrews 
into smaller pieces and will sit 
comfortably in your cupboard 
for the rest of the year. And 
by the way – being made of at 
least 30% renewable plastic 
means a lot less vaccuming 
than the alternative!

Actually – what’s better than baubles? 
Especially when they come pre-arranged in 
a wreath like this, which is one sure-fire way 
to add a little shine to your door or wall.

New VINTER 2020 Decoration, wreath RM79 204.758.65PH173973.jPg

PH173981.jPg New VINTER 2020 Artificial plant, in/outdoor RM349 Christmas tree 304.747.47  New VINTER 2020 Decoration bauble, set of 3 RM34.90 Assorted 
shapes/red 004.751.83  New VINTER 2020 Hanging decoration, set of 6 RM24.90 Gold-colour 904.759.18



New VINTER 2020 Decoration, bauble RM59/20pcs Ø6cm. Assorted colours 504.810.68  New VINTER 2020 Decoration, bauble 
RM19.90/4pcs Ø5cm. White/red 604.751.75  New VINTER 2020 Hanging decoration RM29.90/6pcs Icicle-shaped clear glass 104.758.56

PH173972.jPg

All these glass baubles are new for this year’s 
range – why not pick a few of your favourite 
colours to add to your existing collection when 
it’s time to dig them out of storage? It makes 
everything feel just a little bit more fresh.



New VINTER 2020 Decoration RM199 Christmas tree bamboo 004.751.21  Lighting chain is sold separately.  
New VINTER 2020 Decoration, bauble RM39.90/4pcs Ø8cm. 304.759.97

PH173982.jPg

Here’s something even more new – a Christmas 
tree made entirely out of bamboo! Not only is it 
a fast-growing, renewable material, but each is 
handmade by skilled craftspeople from plants 
that come in a whole spectrum of shades, 
making each one that leaves our factory 
completely one-of-a-kind.



Hanging paper star 
lampshades in your windows 
is a Swedish tradition that 
adds a little extra coziness 
(and light) to your home, 
regardless of where it finds 
itself in the world. Just plug in 
the lamp, add the shade, and 
watch the sparkling shapes it 
throws on your wall.

You don’t have to be an architect to get the 
measurements right on this gingerbread house, which 
comes pre-shaped and cut to size – just use icing to 
stick it together for a picture-perfect holiday treat.

New VINTER 2020 Tablecloth RM79 904.726.65 VINTERSAgA gingerbread house RM18.90 
403.742.95 New VINTER 2020 Plate RM45.90 604.746.23

PH173974.jPg

PH174195.jPg New STRÅLA Lampshade RM24.90 Ø70cm. Red/white 704.782.39  New STRÅLA Lampshade, 3D RM89 Ø67cm. White 704.769.09  
New STRÅLA Lampshade RM24.90 Ø48cm. Dotted/white 304.768.74  New STRÅLA Lampshade RM24.90 Ø70cm. Dotted/white 204.768.84  
Cord set are sold separately.



New VINTER 2020 Bowl RM24.90/ea Ø11cm. 104.725.51  New VINTER 2020 Bowl RM32.90/ea Ø15cm. 304.746.05PH173975.jPg

Each of these bowls is handmade by social 
entrepreneurs in Doi Tung, Thailand as part 
of a long-term collaboration that contributes 
to jobs, education, and healthcare for people 
in the region. And they’re great for porridge 
too, with plenty of cinnamon and apple. 



The really great thing about gifts is the giving – and this year it’s going to be 
greater than ever. Here’s a few ways you can present your presents this year, from 
a wall decoration that doubles-up as an advent calendar for cards and small gifts 
to a whole new selection of different-coloured gift wrap, ribbons and tags.

VINTER 2020 gift wrap, set of 4 RM24.90 904.759.37PH173976.jPg New VINTER 2020 Wall decoration RM49.90 104.751.11  
New VINTER 2020 gift wrap roll RM17.90/3pcs Gingerbread pattern/dot pattern 
brown 504.715.40

PH174064.jPg New VINTER 2020 gift wrap roll RM17.90/3pcs 
Mistletoe pattern/dot pattern green/gold-colour 104.738.81  
New VINTER 2020 gift wrap roll RM5.90/ea 
Christmas rose pattern green 404.715.26

PH173980.jPg



VINTER 2020 
Decoration bauble, 
set of 32 RM34.90 
Comprises: 10 baubles (Ø6cm) 
and 22 baubles (Ø5cm). Polystyrene 
plastic. Assorted colours 304.757.18

PE788127.jpgPE782156.jpg

VINTER 2020 
Wine glass RM19.90 
Glass. Designer: Ebba Strandmark. 
33cl. Clear glass/red 004.725.56

Product overview – VINTER 2020

VINTER 2020 
gift bag RM12.90/2pcs 
Paper. L12×W27, H32cm. 5l. 
Dot pattern/Christmas rose pattern 
dark red 004.742.68

PE789985.jpg

VINTER 2020 
Decoration, bauble RM34.90/3pcs 
Painted glass. Ø7cm. Clear glass/
white 804.751.79

PE782111.jpg

VINTER 2020 
Bowl RM32.90 
Stoneware. Coloured glaze. 
Ø15, H8cm. White/red 304.746.05

VINTER 2020 
Bowl RM24.90 
Stoneware. Coloured glaze. 
Ø11, H6cm. White/red 104.725.51

VINTER 2020 
Plate RM45.90 
Stoneware. Coloured glaze. 
L32×W26cm. White/red 604.746.23

PE782171.jpg PE782170.jpg PE782181.jpg

VINTER 2020 
5 pastry cutters with tin RM15.90 
Comprises: 5 pastry cutters (Ø12, 
10, 7, 6.5 and 5cm) and 1 storage tin. 
Stainless steel. 
Designer: Eléa Nouraud. 
Assorted shapes 604.745.24

PE689776.jpg

VINTER 2020 
Decoration bauble, 
set of 3 RM34.90 
Comprises: 1 bauble (Ø5, H11cm) and 
2 baubles (Ø6.5, H5cm). 
Painted glass. Designer: Lisa Reiser. 
Assorted shapes/red 004.751.83

PE788125.jpg

VINTER 2020 
Decoration, bauble RM39.90/4pcs 
Palm leaf and dried plant parts. 
Ø8cm. Assorted colours 304.759.97

PE788896.jpg

VINTER 2020 
Hand towel RM39.90 
100% cotton. W50×L70cm. 
Off-white/red 204.759.88

PE774348.jpg

VINTER 2020 
Decoration, bauble RM19.90/4pcs 
Painted glass. Ø5cm. White/red 
604.751.75

PE788113.jpg

VINTER 2020 
Tablecloth RM79      
100% cotton. W145×L240cm. 
Striped red/white 904.726.65

PE769945.jpg

VINTER 2020 
Hanging decoration, 
set of 6 RM24.90 
Comprises: 1 horse (W10.5×H8cm), 1 
heart (W5.5×H5cm), 
1 leaf (W5.5×H9cm), 
1 cone (W5×H9cm), 
1 snowflake (W4.5×H4.5cm), 
1 house (W5×H8.5cm), 
1 ribbon (L120cm). 
Metallized stainless steel. 
Designer: Siri Skillgate. 
Gold-colour 904.759.18

PE782146.jpg

VINTER 2020 
Hanging decoration RM29.90/6pcs 
Glass. H16cm. Icicle-shaped clear 
glass 104.758.56

PE782147.jpg

VINTER 2020 
Decoration, wreath RM79 
Aluminium coated plastics. Ø38cm. 
Red/gold-colour 204.758.65
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STRÅLA 
Lampshade RM24.90 
Lamp base and cord set are sold 
separately. Paperboard. 
Designer: Maria Vinka. Ø70cm. 
Dotted/white 204.768.84

STRÅLA 
Lampshade RM24.90
Lamp base and cord set are sold 
separately. Paperboard. Ø48cm. 
Dotted/white 304.768.74

STRÅLA 
LED lighting chain with 12 lights, 
battery-operated RM39.90 
ABS plastic and paperboard. 
Designer: Iina Vuorivirta. 
Total length 3.6m. Snowflakes 
404.767.22
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Product overview – VINTER 2020 & STRÅLA

VINTER 2020 
Wall decoration RM49.90 
Solid pine and 100% polypropylene. 
Designer: Friso Wiersma. 
W75×L112cm. Pine/black 104.751.11

VINTER 2020 
gift wrap, set of 4 RM24.90 
Comprises: 3 gift bags (10x15, 15x20 
and 20x30cm), 1 jute cloth (70x70cm) 
and 1 string (3m). 
65% jute, 35% cotton. 
Natural 904.759.37

VINTER 2020 
Ribbon RM12.90         
100% jute. L25m. Natural 304.742.19
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VINTER 2020 
gift wrap roll RM17.90/3pcs 
Unbleached paper. 
Designer: Ann Wessblad. L3×W0.7m. 
Gingerbread pattern/dot pattern 
brown 504.715.40

VINTER 2020 
gift wrap roll RM17.90/3pcs 
Paper. L3×W0.7m. 
Mistletoe pattern/dot pattern green/
gold-colour 104.738.81
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STRÅLA 
Lampshade RM24.90 
Lamp base and cord set are sold 
separately. Paperboard. Ø70cm. 
Red/white 704.782.39
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STRÅLA 
Lampshade RM29.90       
Cord set is sold separately. 
Paperboard. 
Designer: Iina Vuorivirta. Ø90cm. 
Velvet red 204.769.02
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STRÅLA 
Lampshade RM29.90 
Lamp base and cord set are sold 
separately. Paperboard. 
Designer: Iina Vuorivirta. Ø70cm. 
Velvet green 004.768.99
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STRÅLA 
Lampshade, 3D RM89      
Cord set is sold separately. 
Paperboard. Ø67cm. Dotted white 
704.769.09
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VINTER 2020 
Decoration RM199 
Clear lacquered bamboo. 
Designer: Friso Wiersma. 
Ø50, H120cm. Christmas tree bambo 
004.751.21
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VINTER 2020 
Artificial potted plant, 
in/outdoor RM34.90 
Plastic and steel. Diameter of plant 
pot 12cm. Height of plant 55cm. 
Christmas tree green 104.748.52
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VINTER 2020 
Artificial plant, in/outdoor RM349 
Plastic and steel. H210cm. 
Christmas tree green 304.747.47
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Product overview – VINTERSAgA
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VINTERSAgA 
gingerbread hearts RM6.90 
125g. 703.742.94
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VINTERSAgA 
gingerbread house RM18.90 
300g. 403.742.95


